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Executive Summary
The flammable gas hazard in Hadord waste tanks was made an issue by the behavior of
double-shell Tank 241-SY-101 (SY-101). Shortly after SY-101 was filled in 1980, the waste
level began rising periodically, due to the generation and retention of gases within the slurry, and
then suddenly dropping as the gases were released. A mixer pump was installedinSY-101 in late
1993 to prevent gases from building up in the settled solids layer, and the large spontaneous gas
releases have since ceased.
However, in recent years and especially in the last nine months, the su.rfhcelevel of waste in
SY-101 has been increasing, and the level growth has shown significant and unexpected
acceleration. Historically, level increases inSY-101 have been a good measure of retained gas
and of changes in the retained gas. Based on a number of observations and measurements,
including data from the void fraction instrument (VFI), we have concluded that the level growth is
caused largely by increased gas retention in the floating crust. The crust contains between about
21 and 43% gas based on the most recent VFI measurements in the crust. Accordingly, it is
irhportant to imderstand the dominant mechanisms of gas retentio~ why the gas retention is
increasing, and whether the accelerating level increase will continue, diminish or even reverse.
The retained gas in the crust is thought to be flammable, with hydrogen as a major constituent.
This gas inventory poses a flammable gas hazard ifit were to suddenly release. Previous
evaluations of the hazards associated with crusts have assumed a more typical void of roughly
gas. The much higher void being observed inSY-101 represents essentially a new crust
15’%0
configuratio~ and the mechanisms for sudden gas release need to be evaluated.
Based on previous studies and theory, the gas in the crust should consist of particle-displacing
bubbles that are retained due to the strength of the crust material. Three mechanisms of bubble
migration through the crust are postulated: bubbles rising individually, bubbles connecting to an
existing percolating pathway of connected gas bubbles, and individual bubbles migrating laterally
under the crust and then coalescing to forma bubble sufficiently large to release through a weak
region of the crust.
Perhaps the most significant prediction based on the existing bubble retention and release
models is that the crust will reach a maximum gas fraction and will stop retainhig additional gas.
Previous studies have shown repeatedly that most waste materials have a characteristic maximum
retained gas fraction that will not be exceeded. (A notable exception that must be considered is
the possibility of forming stable froths or foams in which the gas fraction is considerably higher.
Previously, stable froths were observed during gas retention experiments on samples of Tank 241AN-l 03 tank waste.) When bubbles readily coalesce and froth formation is not a concq the
maximum retention depends primarily on the waste strength where there are particle-displacing
bubbles. For an assumed strength of 50 to 500 P+ which is the expected range for the crust
material in SY-101, the maximum gas retention should vary Iiom 30 to 50°/0. As the void f+action
in the crust approaches this maximum retentioq it is expected that the rate of waste level rise will
diminish and that the waste level will eventually reach a maximum.
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In September 1998, an average -30% void in the crust was estimated, and a surface level of
418 inches was reported. By December 1998, the sfice level had increased to -425 inches, and
the crust was estimated at-70-inches (1.8-m) thick with an average void of -35%. If the crust
increases to a maximum of about 50°/0void, the level will rise an additional 20 inches (neglecting
additional rise due to increased crust buoyancy). Thus the maximum attainable level in SY- 101
should be about 445 inches, assuming other mechanisms of gas retention remain unchanged. This
also assumes that the crust continues to increase in void without having additional solids added to
the crust. However, the most recent analysis suggests crust thickness may be increasing due to
both mass addition and changes in retained gas fi-action. Growth by both mechanisms may
uMmately lead to waste levels greater than 445 inches.
The physical configuration of the crust dictates the mechanisms of gas retention and release
and the magnitude of plausible gas releases horn the crust layer. Based on visual evidence and
VFI void and “strengtW dat~ we have proposed a conceptual crust model. In this mode~ the
middle to the top of the crust is stronger, drier, and lower in gas fraction than the lower crust. In
addition to these vertical variations (crust layering), the crust is likely inhomogeneous later@y as
well. The SY-101 crust is thought to consist of individual floating “original” waste bergs,
separated or only loosely adhered at vertical vents and fissures by much weaker “fi-esh”crust.
While this is the proposedSY-101 crust mode~ a range of crust configurations is possible.
The unique gas retention and release scenarios resulting from these configurations are postulated,
and the configurations are discussed according to the degree of vertical and lateral homogeneity in
the crust properties. Gas retention and release mechanisms applicable in homogeneous crust
materials may also be pertinent in heterogeneous crusts. Individual bubble rise and gas migration
through percolation pathways are two mechanisms of gas release that are generally applicable to
all crust configurations. These mechanisms are expected to result in semi-continuous but relatively small gas releases through the crust that are dependent on the crust strength and gas
fraction. In a homogeneous, bubble-laden crust, the rise of an individual bubble could initiate a
cascade of bubbles leading to local gas releases on the order of cubic meters (1 m3 is 35 ft3). The
size of the bubble-cascade releases depends on the local gas fiactio~ bubble size, and the crust
thickness.
The presence of lateral heterogeneities such as vents and fissures in a crust leads to addfiional
release scenarios. Established crust openings provide pathways for the direct release of bubbles
that float up to the opening and may lead to release of gas through lateral migration (percolation)
of bubbles to the @sure or vent. Existing or newly created crust openings may also be the
preferred release pathway for larger bubble pockets and pooled bubbles. A bubble pocket may
form within the crust at the intertlice of a relatively strong layer atop a weaker layer. Individual
bubbles reaching the interface may coalesce into larger bubbles that spread laterdy and eventually
release to a crust opening. Similarly, pooled bubbles may format the bottom of t.liecrust surthce,
fed by bubbles generated in the bulk of the waste below. Depending on the geometry, the bottom
crust stiace may act as an inverted pool that traps gas until a bubble overflows the’pool boundaries and spills out through a crust opening. Additional investigation is necessary to determine
the potential size of pooled bubbles, bubble pockets, and gas releases associated with them.
Prehminary experimental results support the importance of the pooled bubble mechanism.
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The laterally and vertically heterogeneous SY-101 crust may contain a series of floating waste
bergs. These bergs potentially have a higher gas content and lower density at the bottom than
near the top surface. If a berg has a relatively broad base, it is expected to be stable, but bergs
that are only as wide as or narrower than their height are likely to be unstable. These bergs may
be susceptible to capsizing with at least partial gas release. For a single crust waste berg cube
-1.8 m on a side and initially at 0.35 gas fhictio~ capsizing produces a gas release of about 2 m3
(70 fi3) ifall gas is released.
In addition to the “natural” gas release mechanisms in the various crust configurations, other
external forces may lead to sudden gas releases from the SY-101 crust. These include crust gas
releases resulting from wetting of the crust top, crust d~ruption in waste transfer, intrusion
through the crust, and earthquakes. Both the magnitude and rate of gas release may dif%erin.
these release scenarios, with earthquakes most likely to produce the largest sudden release.
Wetting the crust surface with a widespread but minimal volume of water (e.g., fine water spray)
or humidification is likely to release gas from the crust and will ultimately lead to modification of
the retention and release properties of the crust. In such an approac~ the rate of gas release may
potentially be controlled if the dissolution kinetics are understood. Partial dissolution of the topmost crust may lead to a less stable configuration with a more dense, gas-free slurry on top of a
bubble-laden crust layer.
Localized, small-area intrusions through the crust, including core sampling and water lancing
(localized wetting), are not expected to result in large gas releases from the crust. During these
intrusions, gas may be released directly from the disturbed crust and through lateral percolation
from a relatively small area adjacent to the disturbance. In additio~ bubble pockets or pooled
bubbles may be tapped during the intrusio~ leading to the release of gas from those sources.
Retrieval of convective waste from below the crust surface may also disrupt the crust. Most
likely, some fraction of crust would remain attached to the tank wall or other tank equipment as
the convective layer recedes. At a minimq this will result in modest gas releases from the shear
zone between the attached and floating crust. In a more extreme scenario, crust bergs at the
periphery of the new floating layer might roll outward, pushed by leaning bergs in the center of
the tank. This would potentially lead to gas releases larger than would be caused by the capsizing
of a single waste berg. These releases are still most likely smaller than those resulting from an
earthquake, because in the earthquake scenario the shearing forces maybe considerably more
substantial.
Earthquakes might result in large, rapid gas releases from theSY-101 crust. A minimal
seismic event resulting in only partial gas release from the entire crust, for instance, from an initial
0.35 void fraction to a final of 0.25, corresponds to a significant 97-m3 (3.400-113)release. This
hypothetical release is nearly equivalent to the last major gas release (-2200 f13)from SY-101 in
August 1993.
Initial experimental observations of gas retention and release in floating crusts composed of
waste simukmts support the expected behavior. In the experiments conducted, floating cru~s
were created from simukmts made buoyant by incorporating gas bubbles. Gas bubbles were then
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introduced from below the crust by sparging. In a case of a relatively strong crust, thousands of
bubbles coalesced into a single large bubble before it could breach the crust. Once the release
pathway was formed, however, much smaller bubbles were capable of releasing through the
pathway. For experiments with a diil?erentbut relatively weaker crust, the same general behavior
was observed, but fewer bubbles needed to coalesce to make a single bubble large enough to
breach the crust.
The results presented here are prehminary conclusions and predictions of expected behavior.
Further studies are needed to confirm and test the validity of these resuks.
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1.0 Introduction
The flammable gas hazard in Hanford waste tanks was made an issue by the behavior of
double-shell Tank (DST) 241-SY-101 (SY-lO1).(a) Shortly after SY-101 was filled in 1980, the
waste ievel began rising periodically, due to the generation and retention of gases within the
slurry, and then suddenly dropping as the gases were released. An intensive study of the tank’s
behavior revealed that these episodic releases posed a safety hazard because the released gas was
flammable, and, in some cases, the volume of gas released was sufficient to exceed the lower
flammability limit (LFL) in the tank headspace (Alleinann et al. 1993). A mixer pump was
installed inSY-101 in late 1993 to prevent gases from building up in the settled solids layer, and
the iarge episodic gas releases have since ceased (Allemann et al. 1994; Stewart et al. 1994;
Brewster et al. 1995).
However, the stiace level of SY-1 01 has been increasing since at least 1995, and in recent
months the level growth has shown significant and unexpected acceleration. Based on a number
of observations and measurements, including data from the void fraction instrument (WI), we
have concluded that the level growth is caused largely by increased gas retention in the floating
crust. In September 1998, the crust contained between about21 and 43°A void based on VFI
measurements (Stewart et al. 1998). Accordingly, it is important to understand the dominant
mechanisms of gas retentio~ why the g&sretention is increasing, and whether the accelerating
level increase will continue, diminish or even reverse.
It is expected that the retained gas in the crust is flammable, with hydrogen as a major
constituent. This gas inventory would pose a flammable gas hazard ifit were to release suddenly.
In May 1997, the mechanisms of bubble retention and release &om crust material were the subject
of a workshop. ‘) The evaluation of the crust and potential hazards assumed a more typical void
of roughly 15% gas. It could be similar to percolation in single-shell tank (SST) waste forms. The
much higher void being currently observed in SY-101 represents essentially a new crust
configuratio~ and the mechanisms for sudden gas release need to be evaluated.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the situation of gas bubbles in crust based on the
previous work on gas bubble retentio~ migratio~ and release in simukmts and actual waste. We
have also conducted some visual observations of bubble migration through simulated crusts to
help understand the interaction of the various mechanisms.

(a) Underground waste storage tanks at Hdord are designated with the prefix 241-. In this
report the 241- is omitted, as it is in common usage.
(b) A summary of this workshop written by GD Johnson is presented in the appendix to this
report to document earlier views on crusts. A fbrther reference to the workshop can be found in a
letter from BC Hudson to J Kinzer (DOE-RL) dated June 16, 1997: “Re: 27th CRS Meeting May
28-30, 1997,” which includes CRS comments on the Crust Workshop.

In Section 2, the behavior and properties of SY-101 and other crusts are discussed. In Section 3, the sources of the gas in the crust are presented. Particular emphasis is placed on the
mechanisms controlling the type of bubbles arriving at the bottom of the crust and the role of in
situ gas generation within the crust. Section 4 contains a discussion of bubble retention and
release mechanisms. A number of previous studies have investigated bubble behavior, and we
summmize the pertinent background material and extrapolate to the expected behavior of bubbles
incrust. This is a broad discussion of likely mechanisms; subsequent sections discuss the relative
importance of each mechanism for various crust confi@rations. Section 5.1 discusses behavior in
homogeneous crust with and without vertical fractures, and Section 5.2 considers the complication of layering. In Section 6 are comments on mechanisms of sudden release that were not
covered specifically in other sections, and experimental observations are descriid in Section 7.
Section 8 contains our conclusions, and cited references are located in Section 9. A summary of
the workshop on bubble retention in crusts is the subject of the appendix.
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2.0 Crust Properties and Behavior
Most of the gas that has accumulated in SY-101 since pump-mixing operations began in July
1993 is believed to be stored in the -1 .8-m-thick floating crust. This situation raises the question
of whether the crust properties have changed since pumping begu because those properties may
have a bearing on the increased gas retention. This section presents an overview of what is now
known about crusts in Hanfiord waste tanks. Section 2.1 reviews information on the SY-101
crust prior to tank mixing; Section 2.2 presents the available tiormation on the current SY- 101
crust properties; and Section 2.3 summariz es our knowledge of crusts in other Hanfiord tanks.
No measurements were made of the gas volume ilaction in the SY-101 crust before pump
mixing operations. Core samples were taken before mMng, however, and the composition of the
crust was found to be similar at several dtierent risers. In additio~ the crust composition was
found to be much the same as that of the botto~ nonconnective layer. Crust samples were also
visibly wet. Both the dorm composition and the wetness of the crust (which was also visible in
videos) may have resulted from the frequent submergence of the crust by gas release events
(GREs). Since pumping began and the GREs ended, the crust has become dryer in appearance.
Its shear strength is less at the bottom of the crust than in the middle. The VFI recently measured
the crust’s, gas volume fraction as higher at the bottom (0.43) than in the middle (0.21 to 0.30;
Stewart et al. 1998). These current gas fraction measurements are higher than the estimates for
the pre-rnixing crust. Section 5 contains a drawing of how the crust is believed to look (in
September 1998); this schematic is based on our knowledge and assumptions of how the crust has
changed over time and how gas is delivered to the crust, retained in the crust, and released from
the crust.

2.1 SY-101 Crust Before Tank Mixing
Little is known about the properties of the crust in SY-101 before pumping began. The
chemical composition of the crust was found to be rather dorm across the crust and very similar
to the composition of the composite bulk samples from the nonconnective layer(Herting 1992a).
The GREs in SY-101 often broke up and submerged the crust, a process that may have
contributed to its homogeneity. However, the crust thickness showed no detectable changes as a
result of the GREs .‘a) The last recognized surface motion occurred in November 1993 as a result
of a gas release during initial mixing of the nonconnective layer. The surihce is described as
appearing progressively “drier” since that time (Stewart et al. 1996a).
Auger, sludge weight, and core samples were taken during Window C (May 20 to 24, 1991),
shortly after a GRE on May 16, 1991 (Herting 1992a). The eight gallons of water used to soften
the crust compromised the crust layer core samples. Of the three crust core samples, only segment 2 contained solids, which are the consistency of mud, and those only in small quantity. Of
the four Window C augers, three contained very little sample; the riser 13A auger sample was
(a) Crust thickness can be determined only from temperature protiles at the mukifimction
instrument trees (MITs). The process is accurate to within *6 inches at best.
3
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“very wet and soupy: the riser 11A sample was “quite wet~ and the riser 16A sample was
“grainy and crumbly.” The fourth auger sample (from riser 22A) was crumbly in the upper
portion and pasty in the lower portion. The sludge weight samples ranged from quite wet (riser
13A) to cement-like (risers 11A and 16A) to very hard (video observations showed that the
sludge weight was not able to penetrate the surface at riser 22A). However, all the crust ~ples
were similar in chemical compositio~ with very consistent organic carbon content. Dtierences in
the appearance of the samples were largely the result of diiXerentmoisture content.
The auger sample from riser 22A (Window C) was found to have a bulk (gas-free) density of
1.77 g/mL and to contain 96 VOI’YO
centrifuged solids.(a) The shear strength of the material was
measured using a shear-vane viscometer and found to be 4,200 Pa at 50°C, 210 Pa at 65°C, and
270 Pa at 80”C. At the higher temperatures, the shear strength of the crust sample was lower
than many of the values measured in the nonconnective slurry.
Core samples were also taken from the crust during Window E (December 14 to 16, 1991)
afler a vigorous GRE on December 4, 1991. As was the case for Window C, the core samples
born the Window E crust were compromised by water addition (Herting 1992b). Little tiorrnation on the crust was obtained from Window E.
No gas volume fraction measurements were made on the crust before pumping. The gas
volume ilaction required to make the crust buoyant was caIcuMed to be 0.16 &0.1, corresponding to an in situ gas volume of 62 ~ 41 m3 (Meyer et al. 1997). This value was based not on
measurement but on buoyancy and other mechanical considerations. In one related observatio~
polarized light microscopy showed that some of the samples that were very dry when received
(includ~ the Window C riser 22A sludge weight sample from the crust) contained gas-trapping
“sponge” particles (Herting 1992a). These were aggregates of l-pm needles tit held gas
bubbles within the aggregate. The arrangement was descriid as analogous to the snowflakes in a
snowball. Thus, the gas content of the crust may not have been solely in macroscopic form
As of April 1995, the crust thickness was measured (from MIT validation probe temperature
profiles)at 102+ 10cm(40+4in.)
at riser 17Band 76* 10crn(30+4 in.) at riser 17C. At that
time, the crust had not changed measurably since July 1994, and the waste level was 1020 cm
(Stewart et al. 1996a).

2.2 SY-101 Crust after Tank Mixing
As a result of mixer pump operations, the crust has not been broken or disturbed by large
GREs since November 1993. This is a substantially longer dryout period than the crust had
previously experienced (the time between GREs was only three to five months). A change in the
moisture content and moisture distribution of the crust might be expected to result. If so, the
crust properties would also have changed, judging by the strong variation in crust properties with
moisture that was observed in Window C crust samples.
(a) Tingey JhL February 1992. ‘Thysical Characterization of Tank 101-SY Core Samples from
Window C.” Pacfic Northwest Laboratory, Richlan~ Washington.
4
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Gas volume iiactions in the lower half of the crust “weremeasured in June and September
1998 using the VFI (Stewart et al. 1998). The first crust gas volume fraction was measured at
riser 1IB on June 29, 1998, 12 to 18 hours afler a pump run aimed at that riser, at a location
31 inches below the waste surface. Further VFI measurements were made on September 11,
1998, at riser 1C, about 14 hours after a pump run aimed at the riser. The VFI arm was rotated
to take each sample at a difXerentazimuth. Gas volume fractions of 0.21 to 0.43 were measured
in the lower half of the crust. The highest gas content appeared to beat the bottom of the crust,
decreasing upward. An average crust gas flaction of 0.30 was estimated from the VFI results.
VFI motion in the crust did not cause a significant gas release, though a “considerable” amount of
bubblhg was observed during the June 29 experiment.
Although the VFI could be raised and lowered m the lower half of the crust with its arm
extended, above a certain point the resisting force made fbrther upward motion impossl%le. The
force was 1600 lb at the bottom of the crust (approximate weight of the VFI) but increased to
2000 lb (the limit for the VFI) about halfivay up into the waste layer. The crust streng@ like the
gas vokune fiactio~ is apparently not vertically unifiorrn.
The elevations of the top and the base of the crust have both changed since April 1995,
indicating a change in the thickness and the “keboard” of the crust. As determined 120mthe VFI
experiments in the summer of 1998, the thickness had increased by about 14 irlches to 54 inches.
The base elevation (derived from temperature profiles and by contact resistance of the VFI arm)
was lower by only three to four inches (Stewart et al. 1998), meaning that more of the crust is
above the free liquid level than in 1995. This extra buoyancy is probably the result of a higher gas
volume tiaction in the crust. At the end of June 1998, the crust freeboard was estimated to be
12 inches, based on the assumption that the level measured by the riser 1C Em# gauge was the
free liquid level (Stewart et al. 1998).
As shown in Fi&re 2.1, a December 1998 analysis indicates that the crust thickness and the
freeboard are continuing to increase.‘“) The figure includes a four-year history of crust level data
and demonstrates an apparent acceleration in crust thickness in 1998. The crust top (total waste)
and liquid elevations in the figure were estimated from the riser 1A and riser 1C Enraf level
gauges, respectively. The crust top data were “smoothed” from present to past by removing step
changes due to caliitions of the level gauge. The liquid level data were taken as the minimum
level registered five to ten days aller a’water flush at the riser lC gauge. The curve through the
liquid level data is the best fit of the individual readings. As described in Stewart et al. (1998),
the crust base elevation data are estimated from waste temperature profiles measured with an
MIT validation probe. The crust base elevation data points shown in Figure 2.1 were obtained
from temperature profiles at both risers 17B (filled squares) and 17C (open squares), while the
curve represents a flt to all the data. The crust thickness is calculated as the dMerence in crust
top and crust base elevations.

(a) Stewart CW. December 22, 1998. Data provided in a personal communication to SD Rassat,
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
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The current estimate of crust thickness, -70 inches (Figure 2. 1), is substantially greater than
the Stewart et al. (1998) estimate of -54 inches available at the time of initial writing of the
present document. The increase in thickness is thought to be due to both an increase in bulk
average gas fiction in the crust and the addition of crust mass. The level data in Figure 2.1 were
used in a buoyancy model to estimate the average gas tiction in the SY-101 crust m midDecember 1998 at -0.36.(’) The same analysis provided an average crust void fraction estimate of
-0.30 in September 1998, in good agreement with that estimated fi-omVFI data (Stewart et al.
1998).

In addition to increased gas retentio~ the crust is believed to have grown overtime from the
bottom by a process of solids accumulation. The crust mass accumulation maybe supplied by
mechanisms ranging from the agglomeration of small particles coating “armored” bubbles to the
accretion of large “gobs” floating up from the tank bottom layer of solids. If bottom-up growth
(a) Stewart CW. December 22,1998. Data provided in a personal communication to SD Rassat,
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Washington. The Enraflevel data were
originally obtained from the TWINS database.
6

has occurred, then the bottom of the crust might be difEerentin structure and properties than the
upper crust that existed prior to pumping, the upper crust having been subjected to GRE-related
mechanisms, lower temperatures, and potential dryout due to ventilation.

2.3 Crusts in other Tanks
Samples have been taken from”other Hanford tanks with floating high-solids waste layers, and
a discussion of these measurements and comparison withSY-101 is in order. DSTSAW-101 and
AN-103 have crusts about 30 inches thiclq as did SY-101 before pumping. The crust in DST
SY-103 is considerably thinner.
GREs in Tanks SY-103, AW-101, and AN-103 cause only small level changes, and crust
disturbances, if any, are much less thaninSY-101. Tanks AW-I 01 and AN-103 have been
sampled using the retained-gas sampler (RGS) and have also undergone VFI measurements,
although crust samples were not always measured (Shekarriz et al. 199~ Stewart et al. 1996a).
VFI, but not RGS, measurements were obtained in Tank SY-I 03; however, the crust was not
tested directly (Stewart et al. 1996a).
Meyer et al. (1997) estimated an in situ gas volume in the SY-103 crust of only 6 + 4 ms.
This corresponds to a gas volume &action of 0.08 + 0.04 in the 8-inch-thick crust. An auger
sample of SY-103 crust at riser 7A was described as hard, dry, and brittle, and the top-most
portion of a sample at riser 22A was described as white and crusty (Bell 1994). These visual
observations correspond well with the very low moisture contents (8–150A)of these samples
reported in the same study. Higher moisture content (24-33°/0) was reported for the other
fractions of the riser 22A sample and an auger sample from riser 14B (Bell 1994).
The moisture content of the top of the AW-101 crust (obtained Ilom 1995 auger samples at
risers 12A 13A and 24B) was 34 to 42 wtYo(Baldwin 1995). The values are consistent with the
wet sludge appearance of segments 1 and 2 of the cores taken at risers 24A and 24B in 1996 and
with the moisture content measured in those segments (Benar 1996). The extrusion photos for
the crust segments show a broken-up appearance resembling that of bentonite clay simulant with
shear strength of 100 to 200 Pa (Gauglitz and Aikin 1997). This strength is slightly greater than
that estimated from extrusion videos for cores from the nonconnective layer under riser 24A in
AW-101.
The void fraction in the AW-101 crust was not measured by RGS or VFI. Meyer et al.
(1997) estimated an in SW gas volume in the crust of 36 ● 15 m’, or a gas volume fraction of 0.15
+ 0.05 in the 24-inch-thick crust. The gas-free densities of the crud and convective layers were
nearly equal at 1.6 to 1.8 g/mL, according to core sample measurements (Baldwin 1995); however, it is suspected that the convective layer sample may have contained suspended solids
because the density is unusually high. Meyer et al. (1997) report a mean convective layer density
of 1.43 g/mL, which was determined from ball rheometer measurements.
Crust core samples from AN-103 consisted of segments 1 from risers 12A and 21A described
as wet or moist salt (W-et
al. 1997). The lower half of segment 12A-1 (probably no more
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than seven inches down into the crust) had a moisture content of 32 wt%. A core extrusion photo
of segment 2 1A-1 provided by Meyer et al. (1997) shows a single unbroken extrusion. Therefore, segment 21A-1 had a strength of 500 Pa or more based on comparisons with bentonite clay
simulant extrusions (Gauglitz and Aikin 1997). This strength compares with strengths estimated
from extrusion videos for cores from the nonconnective layer under riser 21A. Pock marks on
the side of the 21A-1 extrusion suggest that some of the gas was present as bubbles large enough
to be visible.
One RGS sample was taken in the 36-inch-thick crust of AN-103: segment 2 from riser 12A.
The center of this 19-inch sample was about 16 inches below the waste surface, so the sample
was entirely witlin the crust. Hydrogen made up 63 mol% of the crust sample gas and an
average of 62 rnol”%of the nonconnective layer gas (Shekarriz et al. 1997). The gas volume
fraction in the RGS crust sample was found to be 0.15, with a gas composition nearly the same
as that in nonconnective layer samples- The gas-free bulk density of segment 21A-1 was
1.70 g/mL, compared with specific gravity of 1.4 to 1.5 for the drainable liquid from convective
layer samples. Given these densities, the measured gas volume fraction is just enough to make
the crust buoyant.
Tank A-1 01, a single-shell tank, contains a floating layer about 170 inches thick that floats on
a dense layer of liquid of about the same thickness. Though the floating layer in A-101 is too
thick to qualifi as a crust, certain of its properties may be relevant to the SY-101 crust. RGS
sampling (Shekarriz et al. 1997) found gas volume fractions from 0.12 to 0.18, with the gas
volume fraction consistently decreasing from the bottom of the layer to the top. X-rays of these
samples showed bubbles ranging from small (1 mm) to large enough to span the 1.125-inch
diameter of the sampler. The hydrogen content of the gas was constant (within scatter) over the
layer. There is no evidence to support a higher hydrogen fraction at the top of the layer (segment
2). A mixed sample from the center of the layer (segment 5) had a shear strength (measured with
a shear-vane viscometer) of 640 Pa (Rassat et al. 1998). Note that the shear undergone by this
sample during mixing almost certainly lowered its measured shear strength from the original
value.
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3.0 Sources of Gas in Crust
The physical state of a crust is influenced by many fiwtor~ including the mechanisms of crust
formation and crust evolution. Understanding these fhctors maybe key to developing an understanding of gas retention and release in crust. The means by which gas is delivered to the crust is
an importaut consideration The three main categories of gas supply to the crust are in-crust
generatio~ gas bubble convection to the lower crust surfkce, and convection of gas-saturated
liquid to the lower crust surfhce. These crust gas supply mechanisms are generally applicable to
all tank wastes, but some of the mechanisms are more dominant in SY-101 because of jet mixer
pump operation.
A small fraction of the gas generated in SY-101 is likely produced within the liquid contained
in the crust layer. To evaluate the importance of generation within the crust, the fiction of tank
liquid held up in the crust must be estimated. Recent analysis indicates -0.36 gas fraction in the
-70-inch (1.8-m)-thick crust layer (see discussion of Figure 2.1 in Section 2.2). It is assumed that
the remainder of the crust volume is evenly split between liquid and solid components (-30Y0 each
by volume). This gives a liquid height equivalent of -21 inches (0.5 m) in the crust compared
with a-354-inch (9.O-m)-thick convective layer, assumed to be 75’XO
liquid, below the crust.
Therefore, only about 9’%by volume of the liquid is in the crust, and at a maximq 9% of the gas
generation occurs in the crust. Crust dryout and the lower average temperature and lower dose
rate of the crust relative to the bulk waste all tend to reduce the fraction of gas generated in the
crust.
If only 9% or less of the gas is generated in the crust, greater than 91’%of the gas generated in
SY-101 reaches the crust from below and is either retained in the crust or passes through it to the
tank headspace. Gas is delivered to the crust bottom dissolved in liquid or as preformed bubbles.
Gas, Iiqui& and solids are all convected to the crust bottom during a pump run. When liquid
containing dissolved gas species (e.g., hydrogen) is circulated m the @ packets of gas-saturated
or partially gas-saturated liquid are moved from tank depths to the lower crust surike. Because
of the reduced hydrostatic load at the crust bottow many of these convected liquid elements may
be slightly supersaturated with gas species. G% in the form of bubbles, can then be supplied to
the crust through the exsolution of liquid-dissolved gas species into existing gas bubbles at the
Crust/convective-1ayer interfhce, or new gas bubbles maybe nucleated on solid particles during or
after transit of the liquid element.
Figure 3.1 shows the expected configurations of existing gas bubbles floating up to the bottom
of the SY-101 crust through the action of the mixer pump or natural gas releases. The gas can
arrive as individual bubbles that have detached themselves from the solid particles of the waste.
The bubbles can also arrive with solid waste particles. In one case, gobs of bubbly waste may rise
from the layer of settled solids without the bubbles disengaging. It is also anticipated that some of
the bubbles will rise with a coating of particles, which is commonly referred to as armored
bubbles. In comparison to the individual bubbles, the armored bubbles do not readii coalesce
because the solids coating inhibii close contact between bubbles.
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Figure 3.1. Configurations of Gas Moving to the Bottom of a Floating Crust

It is unlikely that bubbles larger than a few centimeters will arrive at the crust from below.
First, bubbles larger than about 1 cm are not expected in the settled solids because waste strong
enough to retain such bubbles will farce the bubbles to be dendritic (Stewart et al. 1996b), and it
is unlikely that a dendritic bubble would release as a spherical bubble without breaking up. And
images of extruded cores generally show dimples indicative of bubbles less than a centimeter in
diameter (Meyer et al. 1997). Finally, bubbles larger than a few centimeters maybe reduced in
size by breakup mechanisms that occur when the bubbles rise from the settled solids layer through
the convective region. (While breakup of several-centimeter bubbles rising in water is known
&vich 1962], this mechanism is less likely in viscous tank waste.) Accordingly, the bubbles
arriving at the bottom of the crust are expected to be approximately one centimeter and smaller.
Figure 3.1 depicts configurations of existing gas bubbles that could be convected to the crust
bottom. It does not seek to portray the other noted gas sources (in-crust generation and convected gas-saturated liquid), nor does it accurately depict the expected heterogeneous crust configuration. For example, if solids are deposited from the bottom up, as in the waste gobs and
armored bubble conjurations, we expect the crust to be weaker and moister on the bottom than
on the top. The overall crust configuration is a fimction of the configuration(s) of gas delivered
to the crust, the mechanism(s) of gas retention in (and adjacent to) the crust, and the mechanisms
of gas migration and release through the crust. Mechanisms of gas retentiou migratio% and

release incrust are discussed in Section 4. A more complete picture of the currentSY-101 crust
is depicted in Section 5 with a discussion of possible SY-101 crust gas retention and release
scenarios.
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4.0 Mechanisms of Gas Retention and Release
Gas bubble retention and release mechanisms of potential importance in Hdord wastes have
been the subject of studies by Gauglitz et al. (1994, 1995, 1996), Rassat et al. (1997, 1998), Bredt
et al. (1995), and Bredt and Tingey (1996). These studies have focused on bubbles generated in
situ and retained in the settled solids layers of waste tanks. The condtiions pertainhg to crusts
where gas bubbles arrive at the bottom of a solids layer (as described in the previous section) and
then migrate through the solids is certainly a diflerent situation than those in situ generation
studies. St~ the mechanisms governing the behavior of bubbles are much the sarqe, so the
previous work can provide significant insight into the bubble behavior incrusts.
The previous studies have identified two predominant mechanisms of bubble retention in
typical waste configuratiorw particle-displacing bubbles retained m a continuum or fme
particulate material due to the material yield stre@
and interstitial liquid-displacing bubbles
retained in a coarse particulate material because of capillary forces (Gauglitz & al. 1996; Johnson
et al. 1997). A third configuration of bubbles, those directly attached to particles (armored
bubbles, bubble attachment, and aggregates), is likely a significant configuration of bubbles
arriving at the bottom of a crust, although it plays a minor role in the settled solids of a typical
non-convective layer. Small bubbles stabilized by particles at the bottom of the crust might not
coalesce or give up their gas through diilhsion and could potentially forma foam or froth layer of
very high gas fiction (>0.5).
While gas retention in a foam layer at the bottom of the crust is an important consideratio~
particle-displacing bubbles retained in the waste because of the material strength are expected in
the bulk of the SY-101 crust. The existence of particle-displacing hubbies rather than interstitial
liquid-displacing bubbles in the bulk crust is based on scaling axguments developed in the previous
work. This assumes that the weight of solids above bubbles or the buoyant load of waste below
bubbles in the nearly neutrally buoyant crust is small, The previous studies developed and tested a
dimensionless group that quantified the regimes for particle-displacing and interstitiaMiquiddisplacing bubbles for both actual waste and simukmts. This dimensionless group compared the
weight forces of the settled solids above bubbles with the forces of surfhce tension and waste
strength. In waste configurations with a thick layer of settled solids (and with coarse waste
particles), interstitial-liquid-displacii bubbles were expected deep in the tank where the load is
sullicient. In all other situations, particle-displacing bubbles were predicted. For bubbles in the
nearly neutral crust, the small diHerence (about 18 inches) (see Figure 2. 1) between the free liquid
level and the top of the crust is a measure of the buoyancy. This represents a small gravitational
force. Thus particle-displacing bubbles are expected in the crust.
Particle-displacing bubbles demonstrate a range of bubble shapes that depend on the surikce
tension of the gas-liquid interfhce, the bubble size, and the waste strength. Assuming negligible
variation in surface tension in the waste materials, the shapes of bubbles of a given size are
primarily a fimction of the waste strength. The strength of the material also affects the mechanism
of gas release. Rassat et al. (1998) and Stewart et al. (1996b) give summaries of bubble release
mechanisms and observations of the role of waste strength. In stdliciently weak wastes

(e.g., <10 Pa), individual or small groups of round bubbles of sufficient size overcome the
strength of the material to rise to the suri2ice and release. At intermediate strength (-30-100 Pa),
distorted round bubbles establish connected paths to the waste surfiwe only after attahing a
relatively high gas &wtion. A partial release of gas allows the surfhce to heal until the bubbIe
path is reestablished through continued gas generation and/or bubble migration. In even stronger
materials (e.g., -1,000 Pa), highly distorted and elongated dendritic bubbles connect to the
surflice at relatively lower gas fi-actio~ and the material is strong enough to maintain a continual
release pathway.
Avery significant result of these bubble retention and release studies is that the gas retention
in the waste materials never exceeds a maximum retentio~ and this maximum depends on the
waste strength for particle-displacing bubbles. Rassat et al. (1998) summwize all of the laboratory results for actual wastes arid sirmdants for maximum gas retention. For actual waste
samples, the meaw.red maximum retention was 40-50% void for saltcake and salt slurry wastes
and 25-40% void for sludge-like wastes. These measurements fhll within the expected range
based on experiments with simukmts.
For the bulk of SY-101 crust, the maximum gas retention should vary from 30 to 50??0,
assuming 50 to 500 Pa as the expected range of strength for the crust. Based on the current
estimate of about 35V0void (average) in the crust (December 1998, waste level 425 inches) and
the possibility that the crust will increase to about 50% VOWthe waste level will rise an additional
20 rnches (neglecting ad~lonal rise due to increased crust buoyancy). Thus the maximum
Xtainable level in SY-101 should be about 445 inches, assuming other mechanisms of gas
retention remain unchanged. This assum~ for example, that stable fi-othsor foams that could
result insignificantly higher maximum gas fractions in the crust are not formed. (Previously,
stable froths were observed during gas retention experiments on samples of AN-103 tank waste
-sat
et al. 1997_j.) The SY-101 level growth limit of 445 inches also assumes that the crust
continues to increase in void without having additional solids added to the crust. Because of the
potential for mass addition to the crust and the (unanticipated) possibility of foam formation at the
crust bottom the -445 inch growth Iimit must not be considered a conservative estimate.
Figure 4.1 shows three expected mechanisms of bulk gas @ubble) migration through the crust
based on the understanding represented by the previous studies. These mechanisms broadly
represent the expectedbehavior, and there will mtainly be signiikant variation within each of
these classes. Individual risii bubbles arrive at the bottom of the crust without coalescing with
other bubbles or changing in any significant way. In percolatio~ an arriving gas bubble connects
to an essentially connected percolation pathway. It is posslMe that this pathway opens and closes,
but the essential idea is that the amiving gas pushes out the gas that is above it. In the third
rnechanisrq the amiving bubbles migrate laterdy to a local high spot, collec~ and coalesce rnto a
larger bubble that is then capable of risii as an individual bubble through the crust. While this
rise of larger bubbles could shifi randomly with time, it is quite possl%lethat, once a local region
becomes a high spot and has been weakened by previous gas releases, it will become the preferred
location for gas release. A fourth mechanism of gas bubble migratio~ not depicted in F-e
4.1,
is buoyancy of a bubbly mass (waste gobs, armored bubbks) through a crust opening or weak
path Upon reaching the surfhce, bubbles could pop, leaving behind fksh liquid and solids at the

Figure 4.1. Mechanisms of Gas Migration Through a Floating Crust

crust surface m a fi.unarole. Entrained waste solids migrating with bubbles into existing crust
openings could lead to crust vent closure.
Dependiug on the size of the arriving bubbles in relation to the strength of the crust material
and configuration various comb-ions
of these four mechanisms will account for the release and
slow accumulation of gas in the crust. In the following sectio~ the roles of these mechanisms for
various crust scenarios are discussed.
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5.0 Gas Retention and Release in Various Crust Configurations
The physical configuration of the crust mass dictates the mechanisms of gas retention and
release incrust and the magnitude of plausllie gas release from the crust layer. Various crust
configurations and the unique gas retention and release scenarios resulting from them are
discussed in this section. The configurations are discussed according to the degree of vertical and
lateral homogeneity in the crust properties.
Most, if not ~ actual waste tank crusts are heterogeneous in some aspect. For example,
visual evidence suggests that the SY-101 top crust surfiwe, which is buoyed rnto the tank headspace, is relatively dry compared with the crust bottom which is submerged in the convective
layer. Additionally, photographs of the crust in Tank SY-101 indicate the surl%celevel is highly
nonunifo~ possibly consisting of numerous floating waste bergs [see Figure 2.5 of Stewart et al.
(1996b)]. Furthermore, recent VFI results indicate higher void fraction (0.4) near the lower crust
intefiace than in the middle of the crust (0.2-0.3), and a sudden increase in crane load during
movement of the VFI upward within the crust layer suggests that the crust is weaker near the
bottom than m the middle and upper parts (Stewart et al. 1998). Considering these factors and
the expected mechanism of gas retention within the bulk of the crust as particle-displacing bubbles
(see Section 4), a model of the likely SY-101 crust configmtion is established. This is depicted
schematically m Figure 5.1, where layer thicknesses are estimated iiom an amdysis of recent tank
data (see Figure 2.1 in Section 2.2)~) While the SY-101 crust is thought to resemble the
heterogeneous mass shown in Figure 5.1, it is nonetheless instructive to consider gas retention
and release in homogeneous crust configurations first. The mechanisms applicable in the
homogeneous cases may also be pertinent in heterogeneous scenarios.

5.1 Vertkdy

Homogeneous Crust

The primary gas retention and release mechanisms in a vertically homogeneous crust are
identified in this section. A vertically homogeneous crust is an idealization in which the
macroscopic crust properties, including retained void flactio~ compositio~ strength density, and
surfhce (top and bottom) levels, are essentially un&orm along a vertical vector through the crust
mass. Actual tank crusts, including that in SY-101, are expected to have at least some degree of
vertical inhomogenei~, however, the fimdamental retention and release mechanisms identified for
the vertically homogeneous crust also play a role in the real-world cases. These are discussed
fhrther in Section 5.2 under the topic of vertically heterogeneous crust. A crust that is vertically
homogeneous may have lateral iuhomogeneities in the form of channels, vents, or fissures. The
laterally homogeneousand heterogeneous crust cases are discussed in the following sections.
.

(a) Stewart CW. December 22,1998. Data provided in a personal communication to SD Rassat,
Pacii3c Northwest National Laboratory, Richlan& Washington.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of Proposed SY-101 Crust Conjuration

5.1.1 Laterally Homogeneous

The verticaUy and laterally homogeneous case represents complete homogeneity within the
crust layer. In this scenario, there are no prefemd paths resulting fiorn lateral variations (e.g.,
vertical vents or fissures) m the crust. Therefore, all waste-generated gas reaching the tank
headspace must pass through the crust mass.
●

Individual Bubble Rise—As depicted in Figure 4.1 and discussed m Stewart et al. (1996b),

individual round bubbles of sticient size rise individually in relatively low-yield continuum
materials. For exairqde, the buoyant force of O.l-cm bubbles results in individual bubble rise
in materials with less than 4 Pa yield streng@ and it is predicted that a 1-cm bubble would rise
freely in material less than-30 Pa Therefore, depending on the strength of the crust and the
size of bubbles impacting and migrating through the crust, some gas may release to the headspace through direct bubble rise. The importance of this release mechimism under normal
conditions is likely limited. First, any bubble smaller than 0.1 cm is probably retained by even
a very weak crust, and many bubbles reaching the crust from the convective layer, particularly
armored bubbles, could be smaller than this. (In time, these fine bubbles might coalesce on or
within the crust to generate bubbles of sufficient size to undergo indiidual bubble rise.)
%con~ the crust is probably stronger than-30P% and the number of bubbles greater than
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the 1-cm dmeter needed to rise individually is likely small. Further, as the strength of the
material increases above -30 P% bubbles begin to distort from their spherical shape, ultimately
taking the form of highly distorted dendritic bubbles in strong materials. Percolation and
Bubble Cascade releases are more plausible release mechanisms in homogeneous crusts.
.

Percolation—Percolation is the mechanism by which comected paths of round bubbles
(Figure 4.1), particle-displacing dendritic bubbles, and pore networks of interstitial liquiddisplacing bubbles in coarse particulate wastes are transported through a typical waste matrix
(solid, liquid, and gas). (The concept of percolation is d~cussed tier
in Section 4.) The
waste properties, including strengt& particle size, and depth fiect the type of gas bubble
retaine~ the maximum void &action leading to a percolation release, and frequency at which
releases occur. In the most extreme cases, releases from a -0.5 maximum void fi-action to
-0.3 void fraction have been observed in simulated and actual wastes of moderate strength
(-50 Pa) (Gauglitz et al. 1996; Rassat et al. 1998). In spite of this relatively large fractional
gas release, the extent of any individual gas rele~e through normal percolation in the SY-101
crust is expected to be small because the entire crust would not be involved in percolation
simultaneously. Stewart et al. (1996b) discuss percolation releases in SST wastes, and their
analysis indicates that the effective release column diameter is small (e.g., more than 1000
columns per tank).

●

Bubble Cascade—In a bubble-laden waste mass, the rise of an individual bubble (see above)

could initiate a cascade release of other round bubbles (-O. 1- to -1 -cm diameter). As the
initial bubble rises, it captures and feeds off smaller bubbles in its path. The expanding bubble
is able to penetrate stronger material directly, but its motion also yields the waste and results
in the release of other, smaller individual bubbles nearby. Stewart et al. (1996b) modeled
hypothetical gas releases in SST wastes resulting from bubble cascades. They assumed that
the iising bubble influenced an area twice its diameter. Because of bubble expansion and
growth due to coalescence, a conical volume of waste is disturbed in the cascade release.
Therefore, the volume of gas released is highly dependent on the height of the waste as well as
the initial void content. For a uniform 0.3 void fraction waste, they estimated bubble cascade
gas release volumes of less than 5 m3 (180 ft3) in a 3-m-thick waste and less than 0.2 m3 (7 ft3)
in a l-m-thick waste. In December 1998, the SY- 101 crust was estimated to be -1 .8-m thick
and have an average void near 0.36 (see Section 2.2); bubble cascade gas releases from this
crust are expected to be srm@ of the order 1 m3 (35 f13). If the crust continues to retain gas
to 0.5 void fiactio~ it will grow to -2.3-m thick (neglecting addition of new crust mass).
From this thicker crust, a bubble cascade release on the order of a few cubic meters or less is
anticipated.
5.1.2 Laterally Heterogeneous

Lateral heterogeneities in an otherwise homogeneous crust include vertical vents and fissures
that create open passages between the convective layer below the crust and the tank headspace
above it.
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Crust Openings-Openings
in a vertically homogeneous crust provide a low-resistance route
for migration of gas bubbles from two sources. When a vent or fissure is first formed in the
crust, gas in the vicinity of the opening may percolate laterally through the crust. As a result
of this release event, a depression would be expected in the crust stiace adjacent to the
opening. The lateral influence for gas migration to the opening is thought to be @
on the
order of the size of a dendritic bubble intersecting the vent. Stewart et al. (1996b) argue that
the lateral extent of these bubbles is probably three times the bubble height. Therefore, we
expect the laterally ailected area to be on the order of 0.1 m from the opening for typical large
bubbles of order l-cm height. As a result, gas releases in crust opening are expected to be
@
but this will clearly depend on the size of vent or fissure created. Once formed, gas
may continue to percolate laterally to the crust opening in a more continuous manner per
typical percolation.

The vent or fissure also provides a release path for gas bubbles, bubbly waste gobs, and gassaturated liquid convected or buoyed directly to the crust opening as a result of mixer pump
action. Bubbles that move laterally along the bottom of the crust or coalesce and grow to
reach the opening are discussed in Section 5.2.2.
5.2 Vertically Heterogeneous Crust
Vertical heterogeneity of the crust gives rise to gas retention and release mechanisms that
di.t%erfrom the homogeneous case. Any vertical variation in crust properties including void
fiactiom compositio~ strengtk density, and surfhce levels is considered a vertical heterogeneity.
Such variations could result in barriers to the vertical migration of gas to the tank headspace. The
expected vertical (and lateral) heterogeneity ofSY-101 crust is depicted in Figure 5.1.
5.2.1 Laterally Homogeneous

In the vertically heterogeneous and laterally homogeneous scenario, the crust maybe viewed
as a layered material consisting of at least two distinct layers or as a continuously varying entity
(infinite layers).
●

noted above, evidence and reason suggest that the
SY-101 crust properties vary “h.longany vertical segment. A most likely configuration is a
relatively dry and strong crust surface consisting of older crust material covering a weaker,
moist, and newer au.st mass. The uppermost crust maybe a crystallized porous network with
non-retained gas that readily dfies to the dome space (i.e., dried-out salt well) or with gas
retained by liquid-filled pores in interstitial liquid-displacing bubbles. The main d~erence in
these cases is the amount of gas actually retained in the crust. Another possibility is that the
strong surfhce layer is composed of a continuum material in which gas is retained in particledisplacing dendritic bubbles (see Section 4). Whether gas is retained in the strong layer as
interstitial liquid-displacing or particle-displacing dendritic bubbles, the maximum retention is
expected to be near 0.3 to 0.35 void fraction. Once the maximum retention is reache~ any
excess gas reaching the layer must percolate through the waste in the typical way (Sections 4

Layered Crust and Bubble Pockets-As
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and 5.1. 1) or fid an alternative release route. It is conceivable that bubble pockets may form
under the strong layer according to the following scenario. Individual bubbles of sufficient
size will rise through a weak crust until they reach a layer of sufficient strength to impede their
migration. Other bubbles migrating in that vicinity may coalesce when reaching the same
barrier forruing a pocket. The new, larger bubble (pocket) may continue to rise or may
elo~ate horizontally, depending on the strength of the material above it. Avery strong layer
might be a collection point for a relatively large bubble pocket. The size of the bubble would
be limited by the ability of the bubble to percolate through the upper layer and by the lateral
distance to the nearest vertical vent (a lateral heterogenei~ see the discussion of Pooled
Bubbles, below). Additional analysis is required to estimate the maximum size of a bubble
pocket.
5.2.2 Laterally Heterogeneous
A crust that is heterogeneous both vertically and laterally gives rise to additional potential gas
retention and release mechanisms, including lateral migration of individual bubbles, pooled bubble
formation and release, and capsizing of waste bergs.
●

individual bubble rising
from the convective layer and contacting the lower crust surface is aEected as follows: 1) if
the bubble arrives with sufficient buoyant force to displace existii crust mass, it will be
incorporated and may eventually migrate through the crust (see Section 5.1. 1); 2) the bubble
may stick or be confined at the convective layer/crust interfiie (see Pooled Bubbles, below);
or 3) the bubble could “slide” off an uneve~ relatively hard surface (e.g., an old crust mass
protruding through the crust bottom). The relative importance of these three bubble intermediate states is dictated by tictors that include the bubble size and rise velocity, the strength
of the lower crust layer, the dissimilarity of other crust and convective layer properties, the
“sticking coefficient” of the crust, and the geometry of the lower crust surfiwe. A bubble
arriving at a convex or an upward-tilting surface is more likely to “roll” with some kteral
component of motion and continue its buoyant rise. Provided the bubble does not stick to or
penetrate the crust surface on its pat& the laterally migrating bubble could eventually reach a
vertical fissure or vent and complete its buoyant rise, releasing directly to the tank headspace.
This mechanism of gas release leads to snx@ but perhaps nearly continuous gas release
volumes. It should be noted that hydrostatic pressure at the convective layer/crust interface
would tend to smooth any weak crust material protrud~ downward from the crust bottom
and thereby reduce extremes in convex and concave crust surfaces.

●

Pooled Bubbles—Individual bubbles that stick to or are contined at the convective layer/crust

Lateral Migration of Individual Bubbles to a Crust Opening-Au

rnterface may coalesce with adjacent individual bubbles to form pooled bubbles. Lower crust
surikce geometry is an important thctor controlling the size of pooled bubbles. In the discussion of Lateral Migration of Individual Bubbles (above), a bubble impacting a convex
surfkce is more likely to “roll” and continue its buoyant rise. On the other hand, a concave
(down) surfkce acts to fimnel the bubbles to central location where they coalesce in a pool.
The pitch of the concave surfhce will aflkct the relative vertical and lateral extent (aspect
ratio) of the lens-shaped bubbles. As the crust bottom surfhce becomes flatter, these pooled
21

bubbles preferentially spread laterally through the paths of least resistance, and this pancake
bubble may eventuaUy reach a path (vent or fissure) connected to the tank dome space.
Steeper-pitched concave surfkces would result in more rounded bubbles, which provide
relatively high bubble pressure (per unit bubble volume) on the crust surfhce immediately
above the bubbles. These more spherical bubbles are more likely to overcome the strength of
the material and push vertically through the crust. This may result in fbmqroles in the upper
crust surikce that identify the vent location (see Figure 2.5, Stewart et al. 1996b). Gas
releases from pooled bubbles should be larger but less frequent than individual bubble releases.
Further evaluation is needed to assess the potential size of pooled bubbles and releases
therefrom.
●

crust probably consists of a series of individual floating
“original” waste bergs separated or only loosely adhered at vertical fissures by much weaker
‘tiesh” crust material (Figure 5. 1). Recent VFI data indicate a higher void fiction near the
base of the crust than in the middle (Stewart et al. 1998). This may correspond to an unstable
configuration with a more dense, low void crust on top of a relatively buoyant low-density
crust at the convective layer interface. Individual waste bergs in this u@able density configuration have the potential to capsize. A waste berg that has a broader base than the thickness
(height) should be stable to capsizing. Waste bergs that are narrower than they are thick are
less stable man open liquid field but may be relatively stable in a confined field of waste bergs,
depending on the strength of the crust and the abtity of the surrounding crust to support the
load of the leaning berg. Perhaps the most unstable berg size, the one most susceptible to
inversio~ is that with a base approximately equal in dnension to its height, because its lateral
extent provides space for its vertical extent when it inverts. Upon inversio~ a relatively
strong dry crystalline crust top would likely undergo softening and partial dissolution in the
convective layer. This softening, and the shear forces resulting from the inversion process,
would tend to release gas in the vicinity of the berg. To date, comparative video scans of the
SY-101 crust surfhce indicate that waste bergs have not capsized.
Capsizing

Waste Bergs—TheSY-101

Figure 5.2 shows the estimated gas release volumes resulting from capsizing of a single waste
berg cube (width equal to thickness) of varying initial void ftaction. (The SY-101 crust is
assumed to be -70-inches (1.8-m) thick at a gas fi-action -0.35 according to the most recent
property estimates discussed in in Section 2.2.) In the simple berg capsizing mode~ bubble
expansion and contraction over the re~lvely short crust inversion path was neglected. The
ilnal void state of the capsized berg was varied flom 0.0 to 0.3; this is also shown in Figure
5.2 as the series of dashed lines representing gas release volumes. It is unclear what the final
gas content of the inverted berg would be. Mnimally, a release to a final bulk average void of
0.3 is predicted based on relatively sudden and large releases of particle d~lacing bubbles in
moderate strength (-50 Pa) bentonite clay simukmts (Gauglitz et al. 1996) and actual waste
samples (e.g., S-102) @assat et al. 1998), from maximum void fractions of 0.4-0.5 to final
void fractions near 0.3. As shown in Figure 5.2, capsizing of a single berg initially at 0.5 void
ilaction would result in 3.5-m3 (120-ft3) gas release to a final state of 0.3 void fiction. The
complete release of gas (0.0 final void fraction) from the same berg is a 6.2-m3 (220-ft3).
release, whereas the complete release from a crust berg at the current 0.35 gas fraction is
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Figure 5.2. Variation in Crust .Thiclmess (solid line) with Crust Void Fraction and the Effect

on Gas Release Volumes (dashed lines) for Capsizing Single Waste Berg Cubes
(width equal to thiclmess). The retained void fraction after gas release is varied
from Oto 0.3.
only one-third as big (2.0 m3). The predicted increase in crust thickness resulting from
increased retained crust gas fraction (abscissa) is also shown in Figure 5.2.

6.0 Mechanisms of Sudden Release
In addition to the “natural” gas release mechanisms noted for the various crust codigumtions
in Section 5, other external forces may lead to sudden gas releases tom the SY-101 crust. These
include crust gas releases i.iom wetting the top crust, crust disruption m waste transfer, intrusion
through the cm and earthquakes. Both the magnitude and rate of gas release may dMer in
these release scenarios, with earthquakes most likely to produce the largest sudden release.
.

Crust Wetting-Wetting of the crust surface by widespread but minimal volume water
addition (e.g., fine spray) or humidification is likely to release gas from the crust and will
ultimately lead to modification of the retention and release properties of the crust. &mrning
the crust top is relatively dry crystalline salt, wetting the surface will promote dissolution of
the crust solace. During d~olutio~ trapped gases within the crystalline matrix and in pores
adjacent to it will be released to the tank headspace. It is clear that the crust gas release rate
could be controlled by the rate of wetting and the resulting rate of crust dissolution (provided
the dissolution physics are well understood). However, partial dissolution of the crust may
lead to a less stable crust configuration. Fwst, ifthe initial crust surfhce is suiliciently dry and
porous that gas fieeiy diflks to the tank headspace (non-retained gas), then addition of srnaIl
amounts of water could plug pores with the resulting salt solution. This would produce a
more effective barrier to gas migrating from the already-moist lower crust. Additionally,
partial dissolution of the upper crust will mod$ the density profile of the crust, producing a
relatively dense gas-flee layer on top if water additions are small. Ah%ough the new dense
layer should have a lower center of gravity, the net effect may fhrther destabilize the crust and
lead to waste berg capsizing (see Section 5.2.2 and Earthqziak? below). Bulk water additions
in localized areas of the crust (e.g., water lancing) are treated separately below under the topic
of Mrusion.

●

Gust Disruption (waste tran@ier)— Retrieval of convective waste from below the crust

surfhce may disrupt the crust. In one extreme, a free-floating crust would follow the liquid
level directly as convective waste is removed, the crust wot.dd not be disrupted, and the gas
retention and release scenarios described in Section 5 would prevail. At the other end of the
spectruuq the crust would be partly or entirely suspended above the receding convective layer
because of the strength of the crust and interaction at the tank wall or other fixed tank equipment submerged in the waste. In SY-101, complete suspension is improbable because of the
mass and the weakness of the crust, so this scenario will not be considered ikrther. More
reasonably, crust in the center of the tank will follow the liquid leve~ while crust at the tank
periphery is hung up. At a minirmq this will result in modest gas releases iiom the shear
zone between the hung-up and the floating crust. Gas would be released from any pooled gas
adjacent to freshly formed vents and fissures (Section 5.2.2), and gas would migrate laterally
over a relatively short distance fioru the newly created surfaces (Section 5. 1.2). Most
importantly, the free-floating crust in the middle of the tank maybe more likely to capsize.
Wfiout the support of the tank wall or an outer confining crust layer, a domino waste berg
release is conceivable. Crust waste bergs at the periphery of the new floating layer roll
outward, pushed by leaning lxrgs in the center of the tank. This scenario likely would
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produce gas releases smaller than those for earthquake disruption (see below). The bergs
capsized in waste retrieval may ultimately retain more gas than in the earthquake scenario
because the shearing forces in an earthquake maybe considerably more substantial.
Additionally, the entire crust surhce may not participate in the domino game because some of
the individual bergs could be broad-based and stable (Section 5.2.2).
.

Intrusion-Localized, small-area intrusions through the crust are not expected to result in
large gas releases. Stewart et al. (1996b) evaluated available data for gas releases from
Hanford DSTS resulting from core sampling, water lancing in support of VFI measurements,
and ball rlieometer measurement runs. They found the releases were relatively small; the
largest was less than 20 m3 (700 ft3). Furthermore, recent intrusions through theSY-101
crust for VIII testing have not resulted in significant gas releases. In one case, however, video
cameras indicated that a bubbly mass flowed through the vent created by water lancing. The
release was not particularly energetic or large. In gener~ the largest and most sudden release
from local intrusion through the crust may result from tapping dirtitly rnto a pooled bubble
(Section 5.2.2). MinimaUy,a gas release equivalent to the volume of gas retained in the
disturbed crust is expected. Small additional amounts of gas will likely release through lateral
migration (Section 5.1.2).

.

&u-thquake-Earthquakes might result in large, rapid gas releases from the SY-101 crust.
Stewart et al. (1996b) and Reid and Deibler (1997) showed tl@ seismic events have the
potential to yield the entire tank contents, depending on the energy imparted by the earthquake and the strength and other theological properties of the waste. Yielding of the SY-101
crust in an earthquake could result in a bubble cascade release (Section 5.1. 1) directly
tiecting all parts of the crust simultaneously. Additionally, the motion imparted by the
seismic event might lead to crust fracturing and capsizing of waste bergs. Figure 6.1 shows
estimated gas release volumes for SY-101 crust of varying initial void fraction (correlated to
crust thickness). The assumptions in the simple release model are similar to those used to
prepare Figure 5.2 and discussed in Section 5.2.2, Capsizing Waste Bergs. The key dMerence
is that the entire crust surfhce, not just an individual waste berg, is assumed to participate in
the catastrophic release scenario depicted in Figure 6.1. Because of the energy imparted by
even a modest earthquake, significant deformation of the crust and gas release is expected. A
minimal seismic event resulting in only partial gas release from the entire crust, say born the
current -0.35 void fraction (Section 2.2) to a final of 0.25, corresponds to a significantly large
97-m3 (3400-ft3) release. This hypothetical release is larger than the last major gas release
(-2200 f13)from SY-101 on August 27,1993, which occurred at the end of Phase A pump
tests (Allernann et al. 1994).
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7.0 Experiments
A series of laboratory experiments was pefiormed to observe gas retention and relea.+ j
floating crusts. Three difllerent crust simukmts were used: polymethyl-methacrylate (PMM
particles, carboxyl polyethylene (Carbopol), and bentonite clay. Water was added to eat]
sinudant to form a crust of a desired strength. For the bentonite clay, hydrogen peroxide w
used to generate gas bubbles and make the simukmt buoyant. For the carbopol, an air spaq
was used to promote the generation and entrapment of gas bubbles. Difficulties were encol
tered when attempting to float these crust simulants on ‘water due to the lack of sufficient
buoyancy. However, both these simulants have potential and should be explored fhrther. 1
Carbopol sirnulant is particularly attractive because it is clear, allowing easy observation of
retained and released bubbles.
Successful experiments were performed using wetted PMMA particles to simulate the f
crust. Water, PMMA particles, and a small amount of a surfhctant (Joy dishwashing soap)
mixed m a KitchenAid blender. A wire whisk was attached to the blender to promote the g
tion and entrapment of gas bubbles, allowing the simukmt to become buoyant and float on t
water. A 2- to 3-inch layer of the PMMA crust was placed on top of approximately 6 inch{
tap water in an 8-inch diameter glass vessel. Gas bubbles were introduced beneath the crus
an air sparger. The rate of bubble generation was controlled at between 10 and 20 seem (Q
cm3 [mL] per minute) using a Brooks 5850E mass flow controller. Two video cameras we
to obsei-veand record the bubbles (about 0.5 cm diameter) as they were generated and reie:
into the crust. A Sekai Electronics camew model ISC-800& was used to observe the buli
they entered the bottom of the crust. A Leica camera attached to a Wild stereo microscope
used to observe the release of the bubbles through the top of the crust.
During the experiment, thousands of single bubbles were observed to coalesce on the b
of the crust layer into a single large bubble, which eventually breached the crust afler appro
imately 15 minutes of air sparging. Once the release pathway was formed, much smaller bt
were capable of releasing though the pathway. These subsequent releases occurred approx
every 2 to 3 minutes. Figure 7.1 shows how the large bubble formed by coalescence grew
the first 15-minute release event and the location of the release. Subsequent smaller gas rel
occurred in the same location.
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Figure 7.1. Bubble Coalescence and Release During PMMA Simulated Crust Experiment
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8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
The results presented in this report are prelimimry conclusions and predictions of expected

behavior. F~her~&es
weneeded tocotimdte3
the results at this writing, these are our conclusions:

thevfidi~ofthese

results. Basedon

●

Based on previous studies and theory, the gas in the crust should be in the form of particledisplacing bubbles that are retained by the strength of the crust material.

●

Perhaps the most significant prediction based on the existing bubble retention and release
models is that the bulk of the crust will reach a maximum gas fraction (-50°/0) and will stop
retaining additional gas, limiting the crust level rise. This assumes that the crust is typical of
most waste materials observed in our laborato~ to date, in which the maximum retention of
particle-d~lacing bubbles is dictated primarily by the waste strength. It fhrther assumes that
stable froths or foams are not formed and that crust mass is not being added.

●

However, the most recent analysis (December 1998) indicates that increases in crust thickness
are partly attributed to mass additions to the crust. In additio~ the formation of stabilized
foam or iloth at the bottom of the crust cannot be ruled out. Therefore, conservatively
speaking, a limit cannot be placed on the waste level without finther consideration of these
factors.

●

A crust physical configuration (schematic model) is proposed. The model crust is a heterogeneous mass consisting of both “old” and “new” material in which the macroscopic physical
properties vary in both vertical and lateral directions. Gas retention and release from simplified hypothetical crusts having varying degrees of heterogeneity are considered. In addition to
the release of gas through the rise of individual bubbles and the percolation of gas through
pathways of comected bubbles, prelimimry experimental results suggest that the formation
and release of pooled bubbles at the bottom of the crust maybe an important mechanism.

●

External forces that may lead to sudden gas releases from the SY-101 crust are postulated.
These scenarios include crust gas releases resulting from wetting of the crust top, crust
dfiruption in waste transfer, intrusion through the crust, and earthquakes. Both the magnitude
and rate of gas release are expected to diflierin these release scenarios.

●

Sudden gas releases from most crust configurations and release scenarios are expected to be
relatively SM perhaps on the order of 10 m3 (350 fi3) or less. However, considerably larger
releases are likely in the case of earthquake d~ruption and are conceivable for crust dwption
resulting from waste transfer.
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Appendix
Summary

of Crust

A

Workshop
GD Johnson

on May 28,1997

Summary of Crust Workshop, May 28,1997
As part of the meeting with the Chemical Reactions Sub-Pmel on May 28, 1997, a session
was held to explore various aspects of “crusts” in Hardlord waste tanks. Jerry Johnson gave the
introduction. He noted that the term “crust” is being applied to floating masses of various
thicknesses. Observations for double-shell tanks (DSTS) (based on MIT validation probe data)
have shown that, for six DSTS, the crust layers ranged from 20 to 100 cm thick. Tank A-101 (a
single-shell tank [SST]) has perhaps the largest crust layer, which is estimated to be 425 cm thick.
The topics for discussion in this session were the nature of crust material, processes for crust
formiitio~ storage of gas, steady-state gas release, spontaneous gas release, induced gas release,
ignition of gas and flame propagatio~ and potential tests or measurements.

Nature of the Crusts
Kevin Bell gave a presentation on the data obtained from core sampling events for six DSTS
and one SST. He concluded that the crust compositio~ in genera is similar to that of the nonconnective layer in the DSTS. There were also indications that the liquids had a similar composition except that the crust was always higher in phosphate and suh%e and lower in nitrate than the
liquids. The moisture content in the crusts was somewhat similar to the other layers in the tanks.
Discussion

The main points raised during the d~cussion session
●

The density values for crust layers are not representative of actual tank conditions.

●

To understand the crusts, it is necessary to go beyond the simple listing of major analytes.

.

Should look at morphology of crystals as well as compositions.
Consider using x-ray analysis, scanning electron microscopy, etc.
Need better data for TOC and which organics are present
Could look for uptake of carbon dioxide from TIC
Need consistent approach for reporting TOC values
Knowledge of the radionuclides in the crust would
aid in t-hedetermination of gas production as well as “source term” data for
consequence analyses.

A.1

Chuck Stewart gave a video presentation of the crust in several tanks. The video also showed
several waste intrusive events. It appeared that there were no major releases”during these events.
Chuck also noted that the gas monitoring data showed some tanks had ninor releases during
these activities.

Processes for Crust Formation
Phil Gauglitz presented some ideas on how a crust could form. He covered three
mechanisms: 1) the rise of a bubbly waste glob (starting as neutrally buoyant), 2) the rise of
bubble-particle agglomerates, or single bubble-particle pairs, and 3) the rise of individual bubbles.
In all cases, the rising entity would then be held up at the top of the waste. Growth of the crust
could then be related to waste yield strength and capillary forces. He also discussed the use of a
“Bond” number to determine whether the crust would have connected bubbles or particle
displacing bubbles.
Discussion

There was a rather extended discussion on the various mechanisms for crust formation. It was
noted that another plausible mechanism would involve rising bubbles picking up particles during
the transport. Other items noted were ~
.

Density gradient data for DSTS do not support the mechanism for rise of a bubbly mass
from the top of the nonconnective layer.

.

The single bubble-particle situation will give the bounding case for the void content of the
crust .

.

The crust is not Iirnited to the “buoyant” void fraction.

.

Might be able to learn something born LOW data..
> Blaine Barton noted that scans for A-101 did show some differences in the layers

.

Two reasons for having dil%erentproperties of crust rnateriah
> the material comes from the convective and nonconnective layers
> it floats.

.

The crust material may have a dfierent crystal form than the same material in the nonconnective layer

●

Need to be sure that all potential mechanisms for crust formation are considered.

A.2

Storage of Gas
This was covered as part of the Phil Gauglitz presentation on crust formation. The gas could
be as individual bubbles or connected bubbles.
Discussion

It was noted that if the crust were to dry out then that portion would not retain the gas. Data
for A-1 01 have shown a relatively high amount of hydrogen in the first core sample. This would
occur only if the crust were filled with fluid.

Steady State Gas Release
Discussion

No presentation was givew a short discussion was held on this subject. Mechanisms
considered included diflbsio~ transport through channels/cracks, bubble migration (in the matrix),
detachment of bubbles from particles, and transport of stable globs to the surface followed by
slow release. Videos have shown many small areas that release bubbles, even though most of the
waste surface shows a crust layer. It was noted that the minor openings could release a fhirly
large amount of gas.

Spontaneous Release of Gas
Discussion

It was the general consensus that a spontaneous release would be a “local” event rather than a
“tank-wide” event. It could be similar to percolation in SST waste forms.

Induced Gas Release
Discussion

For normal operations such as core sampling, TC tree insertio~ etc., a significant amount of
gas would not be released in a short time period. It was noted that a large addition of water could
cause a significant release of gas from the crust. Another item discussed involved a ring of gas at
the w~ just under the crust. This idea was countered with the consideration that the crust would
be thicker at the edge and thus any large bubble would tend to be near the central region.
Consideration of large bubbles under the crust was an issue in 1990 but was dismissed as part of
the extensive work done for SY-101.

A.3

Ignition of Gas Within the Crust
Jerry Johnson gave a brief overview of the work planned at CIT. These tests would involve
ignition of gas mixture in a tube that contains a bed of glass beads. After the tests with glass
beads, some tests would be done with a porous ceramic and additions of fluid.
Discussion

Items raised included
.

The test conditions must represent tank conditions. A crust with fidly open pores, as in a
bed of glass beads, would not contain hydrogen. The porous media must have fluid.

●

Consider the use of “Aero-gels” for the porous media.

.

Downward propagation should be considered instead of horizontal propagation.

.

Do not use a mixture of hydrogen-nitrous oxide-air because the CIT data showed that
N20 was inert. Use hydrogen-air.

●

Do sufficient homework to assure that such things as heat capacity of the reed@ the pore
size, etc. will provide data that relates to the actual situation.

Significance of “Crust” to Safety Issue
Discussion

The presence and nature of the crust does not present an issue with respect to closure of the
USQ but is part of the overall safety issue. It needs to be addressed as part of the resolution of
the safety issue. Two issues to consider:
.

The presence of a flammable gas boundary layer on top of the crust or just within it.

.

The gradient of flammable gas within a partially salt-well pumped region. There maybe a
region of concern as the gas moves from the saturated layer through the drained layer to the
top of the waste.

A.4

Potential Future Tests/Measurements
Discussion

.
●

Consider usiug the RGS to examine the gas content in a partially drained saltcake layer.
(Note: this is being done in BY-101 and BY-109).
Consider using the RGS to examine porosity in the crust. Do not extrude a sample, but
slowly release the gas to one atm and then evaluate the porosity. A test similar to a
“helium pycnometer” could be pertiormed.

.

Evaluate the nature and composition of crust particles with more refined techniques such
as XRF, SEM, LEED.

.

May want to consider a means to sample the crust so as not to alter it during the sampling.
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